MACHINE TENDING

MAXIMIZING PRODUCTION THROUGH ROBOTIC AUTOMATION

Genesis Automation Solutions can help you...

- Double Production from your existing machine tools.
- Reduce Labor / Staff requirement...run lights out.
- Be more productive. Stay ahead of your competition!

INNOVATION AND EXPERIENCE FROM YOUR SINGLE SOURCE
MAXIMIZING PRODUCTION THROUGH ROBOTIC AUTOMATION

Machine Tending with Track-Mounted Robot

Machine Tending Small Parts

Robotic Material Handling with Vacuum Gripper and Vision

Structured Bin Picking with Vision

Robotic Material Handling and Deburring

AUTOMATED MANUFACTURING...WHERE ARE YOU?

Machine Tool

IN Part Bin

1 Hour Part Supply

OUT Part Bin

60% Machine Utilization
100% Attended

Machine Tool

90% Machine Utilization
15% Attended

Machine Tool

4+ Hours Automatic Part Feeder

95% Machine Utilization
LIGTHS OUT AUTOMATION

Genesis Systems Group, LLC
WE'RE READY

8900 HARRISON ST., DAVENPORT, IA 52806
WWW.GENESIS-SYSTEMS.COM